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1. Suppose th따 j(x) is an analytic function of the complex variable x ,
regular for Ix I < p , and that M(r) dtmotes , as usual, the maximum of
Ij(;I;) I on the circle Ix I= ,. < p. Then it is known that jf(l') possesses
the following properties :-

(i) jI(r) is a steadily increasing function of 1";

(ii) log M(샤 is a convex function of log r , so that

log(r2/r) 1___ 71l1 u \ ' log(,.jt·l)
log M(r) 흑 log때Jlog M(r1)+ i~; ('~"싫) log M(째，

。< 까 흑 T 등 r 2 <po

Further, when j(x) is an integral function , so th따 p= ∞ , it is
known 바lat

(iii) M(r) tends to infinity with (r) , and , unless j(x) is a polynomial,
more rapidly than any power of 1'. *'

It was suggested to me by Dr. H. Bohr and Prof. E. Landau, rather
more than a year ago, that the property (i) is possessed also by the meαIi

value of 'j(x) I on the circle Ix I= '1", 'i.e., by the function

μ (r) =갚 \11" Ij(re i
' ) Ide.

‘~1f JO

,. The theorems {i) and (iii) are classical. Theorem (ii) was discovered independently b:r
Blumenthal (Jahresbericht der Deμtschen Ma ti.‘.-Vere짜igung， Vol. 16, p. 97), Faber (Math .
.Annaleπ， Vol. 63, p. 549), and Hadamard (Bullet짜 de la Soc. Math. de l!'raηee， VoC24,
p. 186). The first statement of the theorem was due to Hadamard and the first proofto
Blumenthal. The theorem is a corollary of one concerning the associ와ed radii of convergence
of a power series in two variables, due to Fabry (Comptes Be?따us ， Vol. 134, p. 1190) , and
Hartogs (Mati.ι Annalen, Vol. 62. p. 1).
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In the attempt to prove this I have been led to prove a good deal more , in
pa.rticular that the function μ (r) , and the more general function

μ.s ( ’ ) = 꿇 J: If(rei9
) i' dO,

where & is any positive number, possesses all the properties (i)-(iii)
characteristic of M(r). It should be observed that this is obvious when
6 = 1 and 、/바 (x)} is one-valued for r < p; for then we have

ν { f(x) } = bo+b1x+b2상+ ... ,
sa.y, and μ (r) = I bo 1

2+ I bl 1
2 꺼+ I b21

2}'4+....

2. The argument of the following paragraphs depends on two lemulas
concerning conjugate functioIls*.

Suppose that

and that

x=t十써，

x= 릅+iH

Thenis a function of x regular for all values of x under consideration.
를 and H are real conjugate functions of t and η.

Let ψ be a real function of 를 and H , and so of 흥 and η ， with con
tinuous second derivatives. Then the lemmas in question are expressed
by the formulre

(A)

(B)

where

讓+讓=(聽+聽)M
2
,

(짧) 2+ (짧) 2 = {(꿇) 2+ (밟) 2 ) Mg,

lJf = I 魔 1 = \/ { (뚫) 2+ (짧) 2 } =y-l(줬) 2+ (떻) 2}

«< The use of these lemmas was suggested to me by Dr. Bromwich, at a time when the
pa.per contained only a part of its present contents. The whole argument has been recon
structed in consequence of this suggestioll , and is mueh more concise and elegant than it was
before. I am also indebted to Dr. Bromwich and to a referee for a number of minor 8ugges
tions. The lemmas themselves are given in Cl erk-Maxwell’ s Electricity and Magπetism ，

Vol. 1, p. 289, and Dr. Bromwich informs me that they are due to Lame (“ Memoire sur les

Lois de I ’E qu ilibre du Fluide Ethere". Jourηal de l' .Beole Polytechηiqμe ， Vol. 3, cahier 23r.
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From the equatioDsThe formula (A) and (B) may be proved as follows.

aψ (I I• dE j)‘• I oH
()~ ()등 (’~ (}H o~ ’

dX oX .oX d를 ,i}H .iJ응 dH= = - 'I. - = + 'I. -~--- = -ι~+ --.
dx o~ t! 71 (J~ - o~ -071 011 ’

it is easy to deduce that

μ

、
‘
‘
，
，

l
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r

싸
써
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꾀

/---‘--·
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찌
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깨-
‘
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(1)

짧 +i캡 = (떻 +i필 ) 김，

The formula (B) f allows at once by multiplica-

(2)

dX ~-where μ ="d둥 and μ is the conjugate of μ.

To prove (A) we operate on (1) with the operatortion.

(} 서
+1 .

ri! (/71

and apply (2), observing that

3. Suppose now that X = lex) is regular for Ix I< p , and that D is
an annular region , defined by inequalities of the form

0< 1'1 등 1'= Ixl 등 패 <p,

and including no zeros of lex).

= ~ =p+생，logx = log r +i8Let

10g"X= logR+i8 = Z = P+i8,

-7r < 8등7r.

Then P and 8 are conjugate functions of p and 0, with second derivatives
continuous for all values of p and (J which correspond to values of x in D.

-τ < (J 특τ，R>O,1" > 0,where

ψ =F(R) = φ(P)，

where F(R) is a function with a continuous second differential coefficient.
Applying Lemma A, we obtain

Let us take

원연 ..J-뀐뾰 = iJ2앞 ~f2
{}p2 I iJ(J2 - op2 “‘

lrI
2 = 짧 1

2
= (짧) 2+ (짧) 2

(1)

where

and convex functionLet us now suppose that log φ (P) is a positive

(2)
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of P , so that
'(;2

3p2 log φ(P) 늘 0,

or φ garp흰~ ~ (\~t) ~
and let

(8) JI(p) = 흙Eφ (P)d8

Then

v’ (p) = 21τ ):。π 뾰RP g8Fp d6,

뼈

p-p(dU
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(4) 1J1’ (p) :, 2~꿇2 Ewφ dO f.
π

醫 l짧 1
2
dO~ 꿇~ J:'"짧 ~I'JdO

D) = ~1 (2π 82연 dOv"(p) = n~
\ ~~• 낌껴· ) 0 OP-

But

and

짧+聽=§짧M잉，

by (1).

(5)

Hence
[2π 32φ

'"
_~ 1 [271"32φ

A

JI"(p) == o~ \ 二옳 2 8- - l -X 8
7r J0 ap2 ....,... wv - -

2τ Jo 002 wv

.. (2", :42 -1.

--느 l ζ」쓸 M2dO，
2τ Jo oP

since φ is a function of P or of R only, and R is periodic in O. From
(4) and (5) it follows that

(6) JI(p) v" (p) 늦 { v’ (p) 냐，

or that logv is a convex function of p.

We have thus proved

묘EOREl\! I.- If Iog {φ (log R)}

싫 α convex fU 'Iw tion of log R , then

Iog v(log?) = log {흙Eφ(log R)d8 }

is , throughoμt αny 'intervαl of vαlues of r which ineZ?ιdes no zel ’os of lex) ,
α convex funct'ion of log r.
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In particular, we may take

F(R) = φ(P) = eOP = RO,

in which case φφ，， - φ’2. It follows th빠 log μ0 ( 1') ， and in particulal'
log μ (r) , is a convex function of log J', throughout any interval of values of
r which includes no zeros of f(x). This case is indeed the critical case of
Theorem I , the condition that φ (P) should be a convex function of P
being only just satisfied.

4. With Theorem I we may associate another theorem, in which les8
is postulated and less proved.

TH힌OREM I Io- If φ (log R) is α convex junction oj log R , then v (log r)

~s α co·nvex funct'ion of log 1'.

For r/'(p) is positive, by (5) of § 3. The critical case of Theorem II is
that in which φ (log R) = log R. In this case we have, by a well known
theorem of Jensen* ,

v (log r) = 옳피 logRd8 = log Iα” Cl ” {
Jo ~ ~ I am+lα씨+2 ... αn I

where j(x) = cx ll‘+ ... ,
and α'T1l.+lt αm+ 2， ••• , αn are the zeros of j(x) , other than the origin, whose
moduli are not greater than J'. In this case v (log '1") is a linear function
of log r throughout any interval of values of r which includes no zeros
of j(x).

5. In order to proceed further with our investigations concerning
μ0(1') ， we must examine the behaviour of μ0 (1') for the exceptional values
of l' which correspond to zeros of ‘ f (x ), and for l' = O. I shall prove th따

l' 얀만j
dr

is continuous without exception.

Let Xo = peiφ (p >0)

be a zero of j(x). We have to prove th빠

dμ0 ('1")

dr

* Actα Mathematical Vol. 22 , p. 359.

SER. 2. VOL. 14. NO. 1238. T
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is continuous throughout an interval of values of r of the type

p-η 등 T 특 P+ 1J·

I shall suppose, for simplicity, that X o is the only zero of modulus p.

The proof is substantially the same when there are several such zeros.
I shall prove that the integral

dμc'l (r) _ 1 [2π aRc'l
o.Nl""~" I = ~~ \ ~:: .. de

dr - 271" Jo ar

is uniformly convergent throughout the interval P- 1J 같 T 특 p+ η ， if η is
small enough.

We have j(x) = (x-xo)m /1 (X) ,

where 1n is a positive integer, and /1 (x) has no zeros whose modulus lies
between p- η and P+ 1J, so that 111 (x) I lies between positive constants HI
and H 2•

Now, taking ψ = F(R) in Lemma B, we have

(뚫) 2+ (뽑) 2 = {(짧) 2+ (짧) 2} I 짧 \ 2

In particular, if F(R) = R = 、I (환+H2) ，

(짧) 2 + (짧) 2 = I옳 \2,

and I뿔 1= f cose 짧+sine짧 l같\/{ (짧) 2+ (짧) 2 } =I짧 |
But

and so

옳 = m(x-xo)m-
1/1(x)+(x해邊1 ,

l 옳 \ < Kjx-xolm- t,

where K is a constant. Hence

(5) I뿔 1< K IX-XO \ 1It - l

Also

(6)

if 0> 1, and

(6 ’)

R‘- 1 < H:- 1 Ix-xoIm(3-1)

R'-l < H:-1 Iz-xo1
m“-”,
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if 0 < 1. From (5) and (6) or (6’) it follows that

I n c5 - 1 dR I(7) I R c5
-

1 '~~ I < K 1 Ix -XO Ime5 - t,
t dr I

where K I is a constant. If mo-1 늦 0, we have

IReS펠 1 < K 2,or I

where K 2 is a constant, and then the integral

J:πRe5- 1 쩍 de
o (;‘ r

is obviously uniformly convergent. If, on the other hand, 111JO-1 < 0 ,
we have

Ix-xol =ν(r2+p2- 2rp cos ω) ,

where ω =8-φ， and so

Ix-xoI> K31sin 훌ω I,
where Kg is a constant. The uniform convergence of the integral then
follows at once when we compare it with

J:π i sin 훌ω i맨ω

6. We have thus proved that log μe5 (r) is a convex function of log r
for all positive values 'of ·r save certain exceptional values, and that

d log μe5 (r)
d logr

is continuous even for these values of r. It follows that log μ8 (r) is a
convex function of log r for all positive values of r withont exception*.
A fortio ri is μ8 (1") a convex function of log r , and

r 얀한l .
dr ’

an increasing function of r.
dμ0 (1')

It remains to consider the behaviour of r 파;- ag r • 0. Suppose

that the origin is a zero of I(x) of order m. Then

R°:= ’”맨i ，

'*' A series of continuous convex arcs, fitted together so as to have the same tangents at
the points of junction, forms a single convex curve.

T 2
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where R 1 is posItive and has continuous derivatives. Hence

dμ s(r、 [2w [2r ppa
r 찮←= morn애o Rtd9+,?)l8+ 1 L 파 dO ,

which plainly tends to zero as l' • O.
dμs(r)

Thus r 잖; ig continuo뻐 and steadily increasing for all positive

values of r , and tends to zero as l' • O. It follows th빠

dμ0 (1 ')
,. 파;r- 능 0

for all positive values of r.

We have thus proved

THEORE l\I IlL-The integral

μ.d’ )= 과 \". ROdO (0) 0)
깅7r Jo

r 얀싹l
dr

M α positiνe， continμous， α뼈 steadily increαsing function of r.
is tnιe of

The same

And log μII (1'), αnd α j01' t'iori μ0 (1') itself, is a conνexjuηction of log 1',

7. The last theorem contains inter alia the answer to the question
raised by Bohr and Landau. It should, however, be observed that the
most appropriate measure of the “ average increase" of j(x) is not the
mean value of R , or of any power of R , but of log R; for the former
means are not adequately affected by the occurrence of zeros of j(x) , or
of arcs on which R is small.

8. It remains to discuss the analogues for μo (1') of the property (iii)
of § 1.

We may suppose without loss of generality that j(x) has infinitely
many zeros. If it has not, it is of the form

P(x) eU(x),

where P(x) is a polynomial and g(x) an integral function. Now

e!IlU(X) = bo+ b1x+b2x
2+". ,



'1 r2π 1 r~I.... nl l>' , /\ ~ -:- r-- g(8)tl~
슨 \ eg(8) dθ ~ e2lrJO

~7T' Jo
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say; and

μ(1) (?) = 4 맏 I e!1빡 de = I bo \ 2 + I b1 1터 2+ I b2 1
2 r4+... ,

~-II Jl)

certainly tends to infinity more rapidly than any power of r. It follows
immediately that the same is true of μ8 (r).

Suppose, then, that f (x) has an infinity of zeros, and that
rm+h r m+2, ..., 1"1~ are the moduli of those, other than the origin, whose
moduli do not exceed r. Then, if g(e) is any continuous function of e, we
have

and so μ8 (r) = 옳 ):7T R8de 늘 e짜 fr Iog R tt8 = l l8,

by Jensen’s theorem. It follows at once that μ8 (r) tends to infinity with
r more rapidly than any power of 1". vVe can indeed go further , and
establish relations between the rate of increase of r a , considered as a func-
tion of n , and μ8 (r) , considered as a function of 1', in every way analogous
to those given by Jensen’s theorem for M(r).* For example, if the “ real
order" of f(x) is p , we have

μ8 ('1') > er P- ‘

for every positive € and values of r surpassing all limit.

*' Lindelof, Acta Societαtis Fennicae, Vol. 31, No.1; see also Borel, Le;;ons sμ'to les
jonctioπs 'mtromorp Jus, p. 105.




